
This report is not a NYCDEP published, documented report.  It is a summary of a phone conversation between DCC, Inc. and Chief of Operations at the Gilboa Dam. Report prepared by S. Bartholomew, DCC, Inc. President.
Gilboa Dam Rehab Update9/8/10John Vickers-Chief of OperationsVia phone call1. Gates:  began in May full forcea. Install fall protection for workersb. Placed anchors in notchc. Poured concrete in anchor channelsd. Excavated for air lines for bladderse. Piping is in place-everything stainless steelf. These are to be encased in concreteg. Separate airlines for each bladderh. 11 gates-20’ long with 2 bladders for each gatei. low pressure of 140 lbs/sq inchj. one  extra  gate  and  2  extra  bladders  on  site  for  replacement  if something happens.2. Control unita. Foundation  has  been  poured  for  temporary  control  building  on western abutmentb. Upper gate chamber rehabilitation is proceedingc. Permanent controls will be installed in upper gate chamber/western side parapitd. Old low level valves will be filled in with concrete-no threat to safety      3. operation of gates from grahamsville?a. Manned 24/7b. Not 24/7 from Gilboa-not a resident engineer on 24 hoursc. Operators are trained for multiple emergenciesi. Earthquakesii. Floodsiii. Alarm redundancyiv. Position elevations at dam, etc.d. Immediate call to Gilboa police station to engage emergencye. Can correct some things from theref. Camera installed to monitor gates onlyg. Lots of early warning and instrumentation installed in gatesh. Stand by generator i. Air lines still function  with out electricity for a period of time.  Low pressure



4. siphons:  a. in place until winter of 2011/2012b. contractor controls when they are to be removedc. it should be a 2 year window of no siphons or LLOd. Intake chamber can handle siphon output providing ashokan is not fulle. Not able to meet snow pack management plan not a problem because it was an agreement not a requirementf. Suggested pumps and they feel  that  the  size  would have to  be  too large, no place for them on dam spillway surface  5. Union college sensors-a. Sensor buried on left side of 990 V bridge due to moving of stilling pool which had to be move to install piers for bridgeb. Sensor seems to be buried 6. Bridge is coming along7. Stilling pool was moved8. Low Level Outlet:a. Did make trip to utahb. Redesigned llo valve bldg.  Hood 80” X 210’c. Energy dissipation will take place inside bldg.d. Water will slide down slide to creek below creek bank where there were concerns about erosion.e. Provision in design of “Y” upstream of hood to put in generator for hydrof. Working on math model that will take in account condition of snow pack and info provided by NWS to make better decisions concerning water draw down for snow pack mpg. It is a 3 year study.h. Basing information on kensico reservoir study.  Called an operation support tool9. Western Access  road almost completed




